
 

The Weekly Beacon 

We will be giving some macro economic market updates on a weekly basis. No equity 

recommendations will be given in this commentary, and we encourage you to contact us 

if you have questions regarding any observations.  

The two main purposes of a Lighthouse are to serve as a navigational aid and to warn boats (Investors) 

of dangerous areas. It is like a traffic sign on the sea. 

 

Hillsboro Inlet Lighthouse, Florida 

 

Point Cabrillo Lighthouse, California 

Feel free to send us your photos of Lighthouses to be featured in our weekly market observations. 
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Full Elon 
 
It’s official, Elon Musk is the owner of Twitter (pending any major deal collapsing).  
 

 
 
 
The Tesla Founder bought Twitter for $44 Billion at $54.20 a share. Even with the premium Musk paid, 
Twitter shares have underperformed for over a decade. Musk will have the same issue Twitter 
management has had since going public: how to monetize all their loyal users. We know one thing, do 
not count Musk out. 
 
The deal is as follows: 
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Lots of leverage and Tesla stock used as collateral, hopefully, Tesla share prices do not 
drop significantly. If they do drop in value, there could be a fire sale due to a forced sale 
from margin requirements. 
  
A significant change to Twitter’s advisors going forward will be the Investment Bank that 
is used. Musk will move forward with Morgan Stanley which has historically been his and Tesla’s lead 
advisor. Twitter has historically used Goldman Sachs.  
 
Maybe that is why Goldman originally advised the board not to take this deal. The advisement team 
would lose 8-9 figures in revenue.  
 

 
 
Here is that recent equity research from Goldman that says “SELL” Twitter: 
 

 
 
A price target of $30-36 yet $54 is a no-go. Weird? 
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Yes we are not naïve and understand, that both these recommendations are from 
different business units that sometimes have competing goals (advisory vs. sell-side 
research). We just find it ironic and A MASSIVE coincidence. End of the day, advisory fees 
may trump shareholder rights. 
 
Goldman was not the only flip-flopper on this deal.  
 
Numerous financial professionals, news pundits, and users on Twitter questioned Musk’s offer, and 
intentions, and laughed at his proposal.  
 

 
 

 
 
Large shareholders even publicly rejected Musk’s offer. 
 
The Saudi Investment fund went on Twitter and rejected the deal on the day it was proposed by Musk. 
Vanguard even bought more shares of Twitter after Musk disclosed his holdings. They did that so Musk 
was not the largest shareholder anymore. You may say why do these people care? It could be about 
control or about keeping the status quo. If certain people had it their way, Musk would not be a 
billionaire because he goes against the status quo. Musk does not stay in the stereotypical Billionaire 
lane.  
 
Speaking of “against the status quo”, text messages between Musk and Bill Gates were released last 
weekend and it makes Musk even more likable.  
 
Musk confirmed the texts were real but that he did not leak them.  
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The texts are hard to read but essentially reveal that Bill Gates has a half-billion-dollar short position 
against Tesla and wants to do “philanthropic possibilities” with Musk. Musk wants nothing to do with 
him. The texts and short position also reveal Mr. Eco Friendly (Gates) does not care about the climate as 
much as he leads on. He cares about money.  
 
Perhaps this exchange is a major reason, the traditional elites do not want Musk in charge of a social 
media company. The man does not care what people think.  
 
He openly admitted the Twitter purchase was not about money but, about free speech. We kind of 
believe Musk when he says that. Paying $44 billion for these cash flows seems quite painful. 
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Regardless of what you think, taking Twitter private is an impressive move. Who would have thought, 
Elon Musk could “meme” his way to owning Twitter?  
 
Even though we like this move for the platform and Twitter investors, we still think Tesla is one of the 
most overvalued companies in the world.  
 
 

Mortgage Payments Soar 
 
As interest rates rise numerous mortgage rates are running at their highest levels in over a decade. 
Headlines like these have been the norm over the last week: 
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We are not saying something will pop, there could be a bit of a cooling down period across various 
North American markets though. At the end of the day, these rate levels are not doomsday for 
homeowners, and demand still greatly outweighs supply, especially in high-growth regions (Sun Belt and 
South). 
 
The one chart that has ticked up over the last few months is: 
 
 

 
 
The highest point since 2007, yikes.  
 
This is due to monthly mortgage payments slightly rising due to rates and incomes rising at a very slow 
rate. Remember wage growth has grown much slower than inflation has over the last year.  
 
These data points are U.S.-based and are not focused on any Canadian Real Estate Markets.  
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Tough Year For Investors  
 
Got Alternatives? Got Energy? Got Gold? 
 
Unless you were invested in these asset classes or select equity funds, your portfolio is probably down 
year to date.  
 
 

 
 
Both stock and bond funds are both down tremendously year to date. The traditional S&P Fund with a 
nice Barclays U.S. Bond Fund has destroyed savings in 2022.  
 
We are sure you are aware of general market volatility but were you aware that it was this bad? We 
think this chart should expose to the final investors who use the classic 60/40 portfolio that the 60/40 is 
dead. If this year (and chart), does not help, we are not sure what will.  
 
Alternative investments decrease portfolio volatility, increase diversification, and expose investors to 
higher returns. Click here to learn about the MacNicol Alternative Asset Trust. 
 
 
 

More Sanctions: Higher Prices 
  
We have reported on the sanctions that Western nations have placed against Russia over the last few 
weeks. We have also mentioned Russia’s retaliation toward Western nations (economic). There also 
have been export bans across the world as countries secure national food supplies and energy. We are 
truly in a time of shortages of the three goods we need most, energy, food, and housing (Canada). We 
think the demand destruction price for energy specifically oil and gas are much higher than what many 
analysts project.  

https://www.macnicolasset.com/alternative-investments/fund-summary/
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This past week, some more nationalism in global trade has occurred. Russia has also 
ramped up its actions toward Europe.  
 

 

 
 
Russia’s currency has gained even though the West has attempted to sanction them into economic 
collapse. Russia’s self-sufficient energy economy may have a strong next decade especially as energy 
prices surge. Even with an outright ban by the EU, Russia will sell to India, China, Africa, and Asia.  
 
We highlight this because even though many Western nations stopped buying Russian energy, most of 
Europe has not. They cannot operate without Russian oil and gas. Russia has all the leverage and is using 
it; they won’t care if Germans are cold for a month.  
 
We are sure many North Americans think the entire continent of Europe has cut off Russian energy but, 
the reality is different than perception. Germany and the EU continue to fund Putin’s economy and its 
attack on Ukraine.  
 
The EU is reportedly considering an outright ban on Russian energy imports which is where energy 
prices could go parabolic.  
 

 
 
We do not know if it will happen but, it is something to watch very closely.  
 
Even without Russian sanctions, we see how tight the oil market is. The underlying issues are so obvious, 
yet they are being ignored. Think about it……China is under lockdown in parts of Shanghai and Beijing, 
yet oil is trading above $100/bb.   
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When Dip Buying Goes Bad 
 
On February 3rd, Meta Platforms (Facebook) shares dropped by over 25%. Facebook missed earnings 
estimates and lost users during the 4th quarter. For the first time, Facebook lost users, the company’s 
growth looked to be flattening out (it is).  
 
Many thought this move was an overreaction as shares were already down 15% (before the February 3rd 
drop) from September 2021 highs.  
 
We did not recommend “buying the dip” as we still thought Facebook traded at a high multiple (it still 
does). Even though Facebook is a communication and technology company, they provide a utility that 
many see as a necessity. Perhaps one day it will be valued closer to AT&T (telecom) or even a utility 
company. We think Facebook will continue to struggle for several reasons including legislation across 
Western nations.  
 
We are glad we did not buy in at that low. Facebook shares have dropped another 25% since February 
3rd. Shareholders are down over 40% over the last year, so much for a stock you can hold forever.  
 
Many retail traders bought the Facebook dip and are down BIG. This is why valuations matter and due 
diligence matters.  
 

 
 
Less than a year ago, Facebook’s market cap was over $1 Trillion. Zuckerberg was on  top of the world. 
Fast forward a few months and…… 
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Blatant Inconsistencies 
 
Inflation is underreported across the board. The calculation has been altered so the government feels 
good about the number. Inflation is in the double digits in both Canada and the U.S. 
 
Just looking at the recent CPI for U.S. housing, how is this possible? 
 

 
 
Must be another metric they use that is not rent or housing price growth! 
 
 

 

MacNicol & Associates Asset Management Inc.  

April 29, 2022  


